THE BOOK OF WANDERERS, the new album from Projekt ambient musician Forrest Fang, creates an auditory escape, an aspiration towards venturing outwards, imagining better times ahead. Direct and emotional, the collection of electronic tone poems was recorded primarily during the spring and summer 2020 coronavirus lockdown. The Wanderer book. 

"Wonderfully strange and strangely wonderful, Peter Van den Ende's _Wanderer_ is an epic dream captured in superbly meticulous detail."--Shaun Tan As with Shaun Tan's _The Arrival_, it gives us collective goosebumps to introduce the singular talent and imagination of Peter Van den Ende to North America. Without a word, and with Escher-like precision, Van den Ende presents one little paper boat's journey across the ocean, past reefs and between icebergs, through schools of fish, swaying water plants The Wanderer. 

4.4. Your Rating. The Wanderer Average 4.4 / 5 out of 164. Rank. N/A, it has 547.8K views. The wandering soul tries to find himself in the battlefield with only one reason to live. 